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Preliminary Data

Mitochondrial dynamics support their multifunctional roles in maintaining cell
function. Improper regulation of mitochondrial dynamics are implicated in a
variety of diseases—including neurodegenerative diseases and cancer—
supporting a need for a comprehensive understanding of how these dynamics
are controlled. Here we identify a novel signaling pathway revolving around
Mitochondrial Rho GTPase 2 (MIRO2). MIRO1/2 are outer-mitochondrial
membrane proteins known for their roles in mitochondrial trafficking, however
recent evidence suggests that MIRO2 may have alternate functions in
regulating mitochondrial dynamics in cells where MIRO2 is dispensable for
mitochondrial trafficking. Using cell models of immortalized prostate
epithelium, we find that MIRO2 knockdown (KD) dramatically reduces
proliferation rates and increases cellular reactive oxidative species (ROS). To
further characterize the role of MIRO2 in these cells, we performed proteomics
to identify novel effectors of MIRO2. One of the top hits was mammalian target
of rapamycin (mTOR), a serine/threonine kinase that functions as a master
regulator of growth and metabolism. Amongst canonical mTOR substrates,
MIRO2 KD only affected the phosphorylation of S757 Unc-51-like kinase 1
(ULK1) following insulin stimulation. Phosphorylation of S757-ULK1 by mTOR
inhibits the initiation of autophagy, a lysosome mediated degradation process.
To this extent, we show that autophagosome formation upon nutrient starvation
is increased in MIRO2 KD cells and reduction of these autophagosomes by
insulin is dampened in cells without MIRO2. Taken together we show that
MIRO2 regulates cell growth and cellular ROS. Furthermore, we show that
MIRO2 acts as a scaffold for mTOR to mitochondria, which leads to an
inhibition of global autophagy in response to insulin.

A novel role for MIRO2 in autophagy
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Proteomics

Prot ID MW BAP MIRO2
RHOT2 68 kDa 767
GCN1 293 kDa 251

RNF213 591 kDa 175
HUWE1 482 kDa 163

XPO1 123 kDa 124
MDN1 633 kDa 85
UBR4 574 kDa 90
BAG6 119 kDa 88
CSE1L 110 kDa 93
TECR 36 kDa 63

USP9X 292 kDa 72
MTOR 289 kDa 64

TUBA1C 50 kDa 54
SLC25A13 74 kDa 47
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Hypothesis

MIRO2 interacts with mTORC1

Loss of MIRO2 increases autophagosome formation after starvation 

Mitophagy sensor
(Allen 2013)

Acidic pH -> no GFP

Neutral pH 

Future Directions
• Solidify role of MIRO2 in autophagy
• Determine if MIRO2 negatively regulates mitochondrial selective autophagy, mitophagy.
• Elucidate the regulation of mTOR binding to Miro2 

→ Is this regulated by Calcium? GTP? ATP?

• Determine if mitochondrial localization is important for this novel signaling pathway
→ Is MIRO2 localized to mitochondria necessary for efficient signaling?
→ Is localization of mTORC1 to mitochondria sufficient to restore signaling in shMIRO2 cells?

• Determine how loss of MIRO2 affects mitochondrial metabolism.

MIRO2 maintains mitochondrial health and function through regulating 
mTORC1 localization and signaling on mitochondria
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Loss of MIRO2 reduces mitochondrial size

Loss of MIRO2 reduces cell proliferation and increases cellular ROS

Results

Loss of MIRO2 impairs maximal ULK1 phosphorylation after Insulin 
stimulation

Rapid Mito IP as a method of extremely pure mitochondrial isolation

MIRO2 is necessary for mTOR localization to mitochondria

CTL: control
M2a/b: MIRO2 sh sequence a/b
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